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A challenge in precision measurement with squeezed spin state arises from the spin dephasing due
to stray magnetic fields. To suppress such environmental noises, we employ a continuous driving
protocol, rotary echo, to enhance the spin coherence of a spin-1 Bose-Einstein condensate in stray
magnetic fields. Our analytical and numerical results show that the coherent and the squeezed spin
states are preserved for a significantly long time, compared to the free induction decay time, if the
condition hτ = mπ is met with h the pulse amplitude and τ pulse width. In particular, both the spin
average and the spin squeezing, including the direction and the amplitude, are simultaneously fixed
for a squeezed spin state. Our results point out a practical way to implement quantummeasurements
based on a spin-1 condensate beyond the standard quantum limit.

PACS numbers: 03.75.Mn, 03.67.Pp, 76.60.Lz

I. INTRODUCTION

Precision measurement with quantum entanglement
and squeezed quantum state has the merit of measure-
ment beyond the standard quantum limit [1, 2]. A
spinor Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) provides such a
potential opportunity for quantum metrology with its
wonderful controllability and fine-tuning in practical ex-
periments [2–9]. However, dephasing due to the stray
magnetic fields in laboratories prevents the spinor BEC
from wider applications and higher precisions, such as
the quantum many-body ground state of an antiferro-
magnetic spin-1 BEC [3, 10]. Suppressing the environ-
mental noises such as the stray magnetic field becomes
a long-standing challenge for quantum metrology and
many-body quantum phase transition experiments uti-
lizing spinor BECs [9, 11–15].

Many theoretical and experimental investigations have
contributed to the suppressing of the stray magnetic
fields. Some of these ideas are borrowed from the fields
of nuclear magnetic resonance and quantum information
and computation, such as the quantum error correction
and dynamical decoupling with hard pulses [16–18]. For
a spinor BEC system, there are also a few unique meth-
ods, such as the magnetic shield room, active compensa-
tion, and the spin Hahn echo pulse sequences [3, 19–25].
These methods suppressed the stray magnetic fields to
a much lower value, e.g., 1 nT in a recent work by Eto
et al. [11, 12]. However, such a method is rather costly
and the second order Zeeman effect of the strong driving
field in the spin Hahn echo would prevent the method
from perfect elimination of the noises [23, 26–29].

In this paper, we propose to use the dynamical decou-
pling protocols, rotary echo (RE), with continuous driv-

∗Corresponding email: wxzhang@whu.edu.cn

ing pulses in stead of the hard ones in δ shape (see Fig. 1
for a comparison), to avoid the error accumulation with
time [26–34]. Specially, for a spinor BEC, the main noise
source includes the local phase noise from stray magnetic
fields and the radio frequency intensity noise [35, 36]. The
contribution of the magnetic-field gradient is usually neg-
ligible due to the advanced experimental controllability
and the smallness of the condensate (∼10µm). We apply
the RE protocol in a spin-1 BEC, which is dephased by
stray magnetic fields, and evaluate the performance of the
RE protocol for two interesting condensate spin states,
the coherent spin state and the squeezed spin state. We
find that the RE protocol extends significantly the coher-
ent time of the system if the continuous-pulse duration
is close to its magic values, τ = mπ/h (m = 1, 2, 3, · · · )
with h the driving field strength. Our results point to
a different direction to suppress the stray magnetic field
effect in spinor BECs and to utilize the squeezed spin
state in quantum metrology beyond the standard quan-
tum limit [37].

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we de-
scribe the spin-1 BEC system and the RE protocol, in-
cluding the effect of the stray magnetic fields along z axis
and the driving field along x axis. In Sec. III, we evaluate
the performance of the RE protocol in preserving the spin
average and the squeezing parameter for two interesting
condensate spin states, the coherent spin state and the
squeezed spin state. We give conclusions and discussions
in Sec. IV.

http://arxiv.org/abs/1611.10135v1
mailto:wxzhang@whu.edu.cn
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FIG. 1: (Color online.) Typical spin trajectories in (a) rotary
echo and (b) Hahn echo. The initial spin state is marked by
a yellow cross. (a) In a rotary echo, the spin rotates about
the total field hx̂+ωẑ during the first and the fourth quarter-
cycle τ , in purple and blue solid lines, respectively; the spin
rotates about the total field −hx̂+ωẑ during the second and
the third quarter-cycle, in red dashed lines. (b) In a Hahn
echo, the spin evolves in a noise magnetic field ωẑ for a cycle
4τ . At the moments τ and 3τ , the spin is rotated for a π
angle about +x axis, denoted by red solid lines.
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FIG. 2: (Color online.) Pulse sequence of a RE. The RE is
a symmetric sequence consisting of N cycles. Within each
cycle, the driving field direction is reversed between +x and
−x, denoted by +h and −h, respectively. The two outer
segments are along +x for a duration time τ and the inner
segment along −x for a duration time 2τ . The period of a
single cycle is T = 4τ . After N cycles, the total time is
t = 4Nτ .

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND ROTARY

ECHO PROTOCOL

We consider a spin-1 condensate in a uniform magnetic
field B with the Hamiltonian described by [38–41]

Ĥ =

∫

dr

{

ψ̂†
i

[

− ~
2

2M
∇2 + Vext(r) + EZ

]

ψ̂i

+
c0
2
ψ̂†
i ψ̂

†
j ψ̂jψ̂i +

c2
2
ψ̂†
kψ̂

†
i (Fγ)ij(Fγ)klψ̂jψ̂l

}

,(1)

where i, j, k, l ∈ {±, 0} with ±, 0 denoting the magnetic
quantum numbers ±1, 0, respectively. Repeated indices

are summed. ψ̂i(ψ̂
†
i ) is the field operator which annihi-

lates (creates) an atom in the ith hyperfine state |i〉 ≡
|F = 1,mF = i〉. M is the mass of the atom. Interaction
terms with coefficients c0 and c2 describe elastic colli-
sions of spin-1 atoms, namely, c0 = 4π~2(a0 + 2a2)/3M
and c2 = 4π~2(a2 − a0)/3M with a0 and a2 being the
s-wave scattering lengths in singlet and quintuplet chan-
nels. The spin exchange interaction is ferromagnetic
(anti-ferromagnetic) if c2 < 0 (> 0). Fγ=x,y,z are spin-1
matrices. EZ denotes the linear Zeeman shift of an alkali-
metal atom, EZ = −gFµBB · F, where gF is the Landé
g-factor for an atom with the total angular momentum
F = 1, such as 87Rb and 23Na atoms, and µB is the Bohr
magneton.

We rewrite the Hamiltonian Ĥ as the sum of symmetric
part Ĥs and the nonsymmetric part Ĥa, i.e., Ĥ = Ĥs +
Ĥa, where

Ĥs =

∫

drψ̂†
i

[

− ~
2

2M
∇2 + V (r)

]

ψ̂i +
c0
2
ψ̂†
i ψ̂

†
j ψ̂jψ̂i

Ĥa =

∫

dr
[c2
2
ψ̂†
kψ̂

†
i (Fγ)ij(Fγ)klψ̂j ψ̂l + ψ̂†

iEZ ψ̂i

]

.

For 87Rb or 23Na condensates, the density-dependent in-
teraction c0 is much larger than the spin-dependent in-
teraction c2; thus Ĥs is the dominate part. The conden-
sate wave function φi(r) are approximately described by
the same wave function φ(r), i.e., single-mode approxi-
mation (SMA). Such a wave function is defined by the

Gross-Pitaevskii equation through Ĥs,

(

− ~
2

2M
∇2 + V + c0n

)

φ(r) = µφ(r).

Under the condition of SMA, the field operator approx-

imately becomes, at the zero temperature, ψ̂i = âiφ(r),
i = 0,±. Note that âi is the the annihilation operator as-
sociated with the condensate mode. So the leading part
of Ĥs and Ĥa become [40]
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Ĥs ≈ µN̂ − c′0N̂(N̂ − 1) ≡ Hs

Ĥa ≈ A(â†1â
†
1â1â1 + â†−1â

†
−1â−1â−1 − 2â†1â

†
−1â1â−1 + 2â†1â

†
0â1â0 + 2â†−1â

†
0â−1â0 + 2â†0â

†
0â1â−1 + 2â†1â

†
−1â0â0) (2)

+

√
2

2
bx(â

†
0â1 + â†1â0 + â†−1â0 + â†0â−1) +

√
2

2i
by(â

†
1â0 + â†0â−1 − â†0â1 − â†−1â0) + bz(â

†
−1â−1 − â†1â1) ≡ Ha.

Here c′0 = (c0/2)
∫

|φ(r)|4dr, A = (c2/2)
∫

|φ(r)|4dr,
N̂ = â†1â1 + â†0â0 + â†−1â−1 is the total number of the
atoms, and bx,y,z = −gFµBBx,y,z.
By defining the angular momentum, i.e., Jx =√
2/2(â†0â1+ â

†
1â0+ â

†
−1â0+ â

†
0â−1), Jy =

√
2/(2i)(â†1â0+

â†0â−1 − â†0â1 − â†−1â0), and Jz = (â†−1â−1 − â†1â1), the
Hamiltonian Ha is rewritten in a simple form,

Ha = A(J2 − 2N) + b · J
with b = −gFµBB. The constant term −2AN is omit-
ted since the total atom number N is conserved in ex-
periments. Therefore, the Hamiltonian of the system be-
comes

H = AJ2 + b · J. (3)

For a ferromagnetic spin-1 condensate, the SMA is valid
in a wide range of magnetic fields [41, 42]. For such a fer-
romagnetic state, the total angular momentum J equals
to the total number of atoms N at zero magnetic field.
When the system is in a noisy environment, for example,
in stray magnetic fields, the total magnetic field includes
two sources: the applied external magnetic field and the
stray magnetic field. In general, the external magnetic
field is applied purposely and controlled accurately, but
the stray magnetic field is noisy and needs to be sup-
pressed since it usually causes the system to decohere in
a short time.
In order to suppress the stray magnetic field and en-

hance the coherence of system, we employ the RE se-
quence as shown in Fig. 1(a). Compared to the Hahn spin
echo[Fig. 1(b)], the RE shows significant advantages: be-
sides the prevention of the error cumulation after many
pulses, the applied magnetic field is much smaller than
that in a Hahn echo and the quadratic Zeeman effect can
be safely neglected.
For a typical RE protocol, the direction of the applied

magnetic field (or the phase of driving) is periodically
reversed between +x and −x. As shown in Fig 2, during
each cycle, the driving field is along +x for a duration
of τ , then turned to −x for a duration of 2τ , and turned
back to +x subsequently. The cycle period is T = 4τ .
The complete Hamiltonian during a RE cycle is described
by

H± = ±hJx +AJ2 + wJz , (4)

where h is the amplitude of the driving field, ± indi-
cate the direction of driving field. Here we have as-
sumed the spin interaction is ferromagnetic c2 < 0 and

the minus sign before H± has been omitted without loss
of generality. Hence, we consider h = µBgFBx, A and
w = µBgFBz positive hereafter, where Bx (Bz) is the
strength of the driving (stray) magnetic field.

III. SUPPRESSING THE STRAY MAGNETIC

FIELD EFFECT WITH ROTARY ECHO

For a single cycle RE, the time evolution operator is

U = e−iτH+e−2iτH−e−iτH+ . (5)

For a given w, the evolution of the system is essentially an
SO(3) rotation in spin space; thus the evolution operator
can be written as exp (−iθJn), where Jn = J · n with n

being the rotation axis and θ the rotation angle. From
the Hamiltonian Eq. (4), we find θ = τ

√
h2 + w2 and

Jn,± = ±nxJx + nzJz, where nx = h/
√
h2 + w2 and

nz = w/
√
h2 + w2. Since it contributes nothing to the

rotation, the term AJ2 in the Hamiltonian Eq. (4) is
neglected here and reconsidered as needed. It is easy
to find the rotation matrix of the outer and the inner
segment of the RE cycle (shown in Fig. 2), respectively,

R+ =





p1n
2
x + cos θ −nz sin θ nxnzp1
nz sin θ cos θ −nx sin θ
nxnzp1 nx sin θ p1n

2
z + cos θ



 ,

R− =





p2n
2
x + cos 2θ −nz sin 2θ −nxnzp2
nz sin 2θ cos 2θ nx sin 2θ
−nxnzp2 −nx sin 2θ p2n

2
z + cos 2θ



 ,

where p1 = 1 − cos θ and p2 = 1 − cos 2θ. As a RE
cycle we consider has a time-reversal symmetry, which
cancels all the odd terms proportional to Jy in the aver-
age Hamiltonian [43], only the even terms with Jx and
Jz are left. Therefore, the total rotation within the RE
cycle is Ũ = exp(−iαJ̃n) with J̃n = ñxJx + ñzJz, and
the rotation matrix becomes,

R̃ =





q1ñ
2
x + cosα −ñz sinα ñxñzq1
ñz sinα cosα −ñx sinα
ñxñzq1 ñx sinα q1ñ

2
z + cosα



 (6)

with q1 = 1−cosα. With the relationship R̃ = R+R−R+,
the rotation angle α and the direction ñx and ñz are
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determined

cosα = 1− n4
z(1− cos 4θ)− 4n2

xn
2
z(1− cos 2θ)

ñxsinα = 8nxn
2
z sin

2

(

θ

2

)

sin θ
(

n2
z cos 2θ + n2

x

)

ñ2
z = 1− ñ2

x, (7)

where we have defined cosβ = nx and sinβ = nz.
The single cycle evolution operator Eq.( 5) eventually

becomes a single exponential

U = exp[−iα(ñxJx + ñzJz)] exp(−i4τAJ2). (8)

It is then straightforward to obtain the full N -cycle evo-
lution operator

U(t = 4Nτ) = exp[−i(λJx + γJz + 4NτAJ2)], (9)

with λ = Nαñx and γ = Nαñz .
In the analytical result Eq. (7), if θ = mπ (m =

1, 2, 3, · · · ), cosα = 1, thus α = 0 and the evolution op-
erator U becomes unity, which indicates that the given
magnetic field effect is exactly canceled by the RE se-
quence.
Here we emphasize that the spin interaction term AJ2

in Eq. (4) can not be excluded from the Hamiltonian of
the BEC system, though it has no contribution to the
results of our calculation. First, AJ2 is a natural ingre-
dient of the spinor BEC, which is often used to generate
a special squeezed spin state, a twin-Fock state [35, 36].
Second, we consider a ferromagnetic interaction c2 < 0
so that a ferromagnetic coherent state (the ground state
of the system) is stable and useful for a practical magne-
tometer. In addition, the RE driving field and the stray
magnetic fields are small enough to omit their quadratic
Zeeman effect; thus there is no necessity to consider the
spin mixing dynamics of the driven spinor BEC [44].
In the following, we will numerically examine the per-

formance of the RE sequence for two most interesting
states: the coherent spin state (CSS) and the squeezed
spin state (SSS). We will monitor the spin average for
both states and the squeezing parameter for the SSS.

A. Coherent spin states

We consider an initial coherent spin state which is fully
polarized along y axis and evolves under the total Hamil-
tonian Eq. (4). We assume the stray magnetic-field effect
as white noise, i.e., a series of random numbers ranging
from 0 to wc. We set the energy unit as wc = 1 and the
corresponding time unit is w−1

c = 1. Other terms with A
and h are all scaled with wc. For a typical spin-1 BEC
experiment, such as 87Rb, the stray magnetic fields are
in the order of 1 mG, i.e., roughly 3 kHz in energy. For
a magnetic shield room with permalloy plates, the stray
field can be further reduced down to 0.1 mG [11].

1 3 10

0

0.5

1

t 

〈 J
y〉 /

 J
 

FIG. 3: (Color online.) Spin average evolution under REs
for τ = 0.05 (red diamonds), 0.1 (blue crosses), 0.12 (black
squares), 0.14 (cyan hexagons), and 0.17 (green asterisks)
with h = 20. The blue circles are for τ = π/h with h = 20.
The FID is denoted with purple triangles. The solid lines,
coinciding with the marks, are the corresponding analytical
predictions by Eq. (11). The black dots(coinciding with the
blue circles) are spin average under Hahn echoes as shown
in Fig. 1(b), where the cycle period is 4τ = 0.2π, the pulse
amplitude is 10h = 200, and the pulse width is 0.005π. Other
parameters are A = 0.02 and J = 100. The average is per-
formed over Nr = 103 random w’s distributed uniformly be-
tween [0, 1]. When τ = π/h, the spin average barely decay
under REs and Hahn echoes, indicating strong suppression of
stray magnetic fields.

The free evolution of the system, i.e., the free induc-
tion decay (FID), is often manifested by the decay of the
transverse magnetization or the spin average

〈Jy〉(t) = 〈ψ(t)|Jy |ψ(t)〉 (10)

where ψ(t) is the wave function of the condensate spin
at time t. In the stray magnetic fields, the condensate
spin only precesses around z axis and is dephased with a
characteristic time T ∗

2 . It is easy to find the FID signal

〈Jy〉(t) = J
sin(wct)

wct

and the dephasing time is in the order of T ∗
2 ∼ w−1

c , as
also shown in Fig. 3.
By including the driving field h, the dephasing due

to the stray magnetic field is suppressed by the REs,
i.e., the spin average is larger than the FID signal. It is
straightforward to calculate the spin average for a given
w at t = 4Nτ

〈Jy〉(t) = J cos (
√

λ2 + γ2 ),

where we have adopted the N -cycle evolution operator
in Eq. (9). For a distribution of many w’s, we find

〈Jy〉(t) =
J

Nr

Nr
∑

i=1

cos (
√

λ2i + γ2i ) (11)
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Dependence of the spin average on
t = 4Nτ and hτ . The parameters are J = 1, h = 20, and
A = 0.02. The spin average is conserved if hτ = mπ (m =
1, 2, 3, · · · ) as shown by horizontal dashed lines.

with Nr being the number of random samples. Since
each stray magnetic field frequency wi is untrackable, we
consider the strong driving regime, h ≫ wc, which is
often the case in a practical precision measurement ex-
periment. Hence, when hτ = mπ, 〈Jy(t)〉 barely decay.
To check the validity regime for h ≫ wc, we carry out
numerical calculations and present both analytical and
numerical results in Fig. 3. For the parameters we choose
(g . 0.05, where g = wc/h), the analytical and numerical
results agree well. As shown in Fig. 3, the RE sequence
always suppresses the stray magnetic-field effect and im-
proves the spin average, no matter what value of τ is. As
τ increases from a small value, the performance of the RE
protocol becomes better, i.e., the spin average at a fixed
time becomes larger. In particular, the spin average is
almost a constant if the magic condition τ = π/h is sat-
isfied [see also Fig. 1(a)]. We remark that such a magic
τ exists simultaneously for all wi, instead of a single one.
Once τ > π/h, the spin average drops with τ increas-
ing. In addition, our numerical results for J = 10 and
J = 100 agree exactly, indicating that the performance
of the RE protocol is independent of the spin size J . Fi-
nally, we compare the evolution of spin average under the
magic REs and Hahn echoes with the same cycle period
4τ = 0.2π. The pulse amplitude and width of the Hahn
echoes are, respectively, 10h = 200 and 0.1τ = 0.005π.
The performance of the magic RE protocol is essentially
the same as that of the Hahn echo.

To investigate the effect of various τ , we further calcu-
late the spin average under RE sequences for different τs
and present the results in Fig. 4. We see clear periodicity
of τ = mπ/h where the spin average is almost conserved,
from Fig. 4. In addition, the good performance region,
where the spin average is close to J (red region in Fig. 4),
becomes larger as m increases.

−0.2

0.2

0.6

〈 J
y 〉 

/ J

(a)

0 25 50
10

−3

10
0

10
3

t

ξ2

(b)

FIG. 5: (Color online.) Time evolution of (a) the spin average
and (b) the z-axis spin squeezing parameter for J = 103. The
initial direction of the spin is along y axis and the initial
optimal squeezing direction is along z axis. The parameters
are h = 2, τ = 0.1 (blue crosses), h = 2, τ = 0.5 (black
asterisks), h = 2, τ = π/h (cyan diamonds), h = 20, τ =
0.1 (red squares), and h = 20, τ = π/h (blue circles). The
FID is denoted with purple triangles. The black dots in (a)
and (b) are the evolutions under the Hahn echoes with the
cycle period of 4τ = 0.2π, the pulse amplitude of 10h =
200, and the pulse width of 0.005π. Other parameter is A =
0.02. In (b), the black solid line (coinciding with the purple
triangles) denotes the optimal squeezing parameter ξ2

s
sought

with numerical method. The spin average and the squeezing
parameter are simultaneously fixed by the RE with h ≫ 1
and τ = mπ/h. However, the Hahn echoes fail to fix the
squeezing parameter.

B. Squeezed spin states

We next consider the most interesting spin state, the
SSS, which is widely used in precision measurement and
quantum metrology. For such a spin state, besides its
spin average 〈Jy〉(t), we are also interested in the spin-
squeezing parameter ξ2s , which represents the optimal or
most squeezed transverse spin fluctuation [14, 45, 46],

ξ2s =
2min(∆J2

n⊥
)

J
, (12)

where n⊥ denotes a transversal direction perpendicular
to the spin average direction and the minimization (nu-
merically) runs over all the transversal directions. The
squeezing parameter ξ2s = 1 for a CSS and ξ2s < 1 for a
SSS.
A SSS can be generated by a one-axis or two-axis twist-

ing Hamiltonian from an initial CSS with polarization
along y axis [46–48]. In this paper, we adopt the two-axis
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twisting method in which the optimal squeezing direction
is invariant during the evolution [45]. The nonlinear two-
axis twisting Hamiltonian is HTAT = χ(JxJz + JzJx).
The SSS is generated with spin average along y axis, op-
timal squeezing direction along z axis, and ξs = 0.0009
at t = 0.002/χ for J = 103.

After the preparation of the SSS, the HTAT is turned
off. The spin state should be preserved without the stray
magnetic fields. However, the SSS evolves by taking into
account the stray magnetic fields. As shown in Fig. 5,
the spin average drops rapidly in the time scale of w−1

c ,
but the spin squeezing parameter ξ2s is not changed, nor
is the optimal squeezing axis which is the same as the
initial one.

By applying the driving field h along ±x axis, both
the spin average and the optimal squeezing axis are in
general varying with time, but the optimal squeezing pa-
rameter ξ2s is always unchanged, as shown in Fig. 5. To
better evaluate the performance of the RE protocol, we
introduce the z-axis spin squeezing parameter

ξ2 =
2∆J2

z

J
. (13)

For a perfect RE protocol, the initial SSS is preserved;
thus both the spin average 〈Jy〉 and the z-axis spin
squeezing parameter ξ2 should be fixed.

We numerically simulate the time evolution of the con-
densate spin with the total Hamiltonian Eq. (9), start-
ing from an initial SSS. The spin average, the z-axis spin
squeezing parameter ξ2, and the optimal spin squeezing
parameter ξ2s are presented in Fig. 5. The weak driv-
ing h = 2 (g . 0.5) case and the strong driving h = 20
(g . 0.05) case are both included.

In the cases of weak driving, the spin average increases
with τ increasing at a fixed time, indicating that the RE
protocol works for preserving the spin average. However,
the spin average still drops significantly in an interme-
diate time even at the magic condition τ = π/h. Fur-
thermore, the squeezing parameter ξ2 increases to pretty
large values for all the weak driving cases. The larger the
τ is, the bigger the squeezing parameter ξ2 is. Therefore,
the weak driving RE protocol is not good at preserving
the SSS and suppressing the stray magnetic-field effect.

In the cases of strong driving, the spin average at a
fixed time becomes larger with a bigger τ . Particularly,
the spin average is almost a constant at the magic condi-
tion τ = π/h. More remarkably, the squeezing parameter
ξ2 increases only slightly at times much longer than the
dephasing time T ∗

2 ∼ w−1
c . Our numerical results con-

firm that the RE protocol with strong driving preserves
not only the spin average but also the spin squeezing,
including the amplitude and the direction. However, as
a comparison, the Hahn echo protocol only preserves the
spin average rather than the spin squeezing parameter.
Therefore, the stray magnetic-field effect can be signifi-
cantly suppressed by the RE protocol at magic condition
τ = mπ/h with h≫ wc.

IV. CONCLUSION

We investigate with analytical and numerical methods
the performance of the rotary echo protocol in suppress-
ing the effects of the stray magnetic fields. Our results
show that the RE protocol with strong driving field h at
magic condition τ = mπ/h well preserves the spin aver-
age for a coherent spin state of a spin-1 Bose condensate.
Moreover, for a squeezed spin state, the same magic RE
protocol simultaneously preserves not only the spin aver-
age but also the spin squeezing, including the amplitude
and direction. Such a consequence of the RE protocol on
spin squeezing has not been well appreciated in previous
investigations in nuclear magnetic resonance community.
The effects of the stray magnetic fields are significantly
suppressed by the magic RE protocol. To implement the
RE protocol in spin-1 BEC experiments, the applied driv-
ing field can be as small as ∼ 1 mG for a magnetic shield
room and ∼ 10 mG for an ordinary laboratory, much
smaller than the field applied in standard Hahn spin echo
experiments (∼ 100 mG) [3, 11, 12, 23]. Our results pro-
vide a practical method to control the stray magnetic-
field effect in spinor BEC experiments and may find
wide applications in precision measurement and quantum
metrology, quantum phase transition, and ground-state
properties in spinor Bose condensates [3, 37, 49].
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Appendix A: RE protocol with colored noises

To check the performance of the RE protocol under
different types of noise, we evaluate the spin average and
spin squeezing for a SSS in the presence of 1/f noise
and Gaussian noise, besides the previous white noise.
The 1/f noise is numerically distributed in the range
[4×10−5, 1]wc, while the Gaussian noise is in [0, wc] with
an average of 0.5wc and a full width at half maximum
0.1wc. The distributions of the noises are normalized
and contain 1000 samples in our calculation. Other pa-
rameters are the same as Fig. 5.
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FIG. 6: (Color online.) Time evolution of (a) the spin average
and (b) the z-axis spin squeezing parameter in the presence of
1/f noise (purple crosses), Gaussian noise (black diamonds),
and white noise (blue circles). Other parameters are the same
as in Fig. 5. The suppression of the 1/f and the Gaussian
noise is more efficient than that of the white noise.

The comparisons are shown in Fig. 6. Clearly, the
RE protocol also suppresses the colored noises and the
performances of the RE protocol in the colored noises
are actually better than in the white noise, i.e., the spin
averages are higher and the spin squeezing parameters
are lower.
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